
 

QSOLAR LIMITED 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

EXECUTES EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT TO ENTER CARIBBEAN MARKET 
 

Calgary, Alberta, Canada – March 20, 2012 (CNSX:QSL) – QSolar Limited (“QSolar” or the “Corporation”) 
is pleased to announce that effective March 18, 2012 it has entered into an initial 3 year exclusive distribution 
agreement (the “Agreement”), which is renewable and subject to certain terms and conditions, with Liberation 
Energy Caribbean Inc. (“Liberation”), located in St. Kitts  and Nevis. Liberation is directed and managed by 
the senior officers and executive of Liberation Energy Inc. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. QSolar intends to use the 
Agreement as a strategic model to further enhance its factory capacity in Shanghai, China by securing additional 
minimum purchase commitments with other partners located in other countries throughout the world. 

Liberation is a private company with an alternative energy focus and has specific expertise in the planning, 
developing, managing and procuring, installation and customer service for industrial, commercial, 
governmental, residential, and public and private solar panel projects in specific Caribbean countries. 
Liberation has developed special relationships with certain Caribbean countries with respect to solar power 
procurement, installation and supply. Liberation has also obtained exclusive supply and duty concessions with 
select Caribbean countries for solar power and solar panel supply resulting in significant barriers to entry for 
any potential competitor or entrant.  

QSolar Products open a wide range of new applications in the solar energy market which are proprietary, unique 
and leading edge. QSolar’s spraying system, processes, technologies and all related products including QSolar’s 
proprietary Spraytek79®, Spraytek99®, ESS®Spraytek spraying systems and proprietary compounds and 
materials, Kristal Rainbow®, Kruciwatt®, QLite® and future proprietary and patented processes and technologies 
(collectively “QSolar Products”) are comprised in whole or part in the solar panel manufacturing process. QSolar 
has developed a spraying technique, Spraytek99® using a highly protective insulator plastic compound which 
forms an impenetrable film around the cell protecting it from the weather under any conditions. QSolar has also 
developed the ESS®SPRAYTEK process where solar cells can be now embedded on virtually any substrate and 
thus integrate solar electricity generation with any substrate material. QSolar has developed a proprietary solar 
wafer manufacturing process referred to as Kruciwatt® which enables direct production of crucible wafers from 
the molten silicon.  
 
Under the Agreement, subject to certain terms and conditions, QSolar has granted Liberation the exclusive 
distribution right for all its present and future QSolar Products for nine Caribbean countries being Bahamas, 
Turks and Caicos, Jamaica, Cayman Islands, St. Thomas, Antigua and Barbuda, St. Kitts, Nevis and St. Lucia, 
to exclusively market, promote, purchase and sell QSolar Products. Liberation has also been granted a right of 
first refusal to add additional countries in the Caribbean in consideration for minimum purchase commitments 
for any such countries added. Liberation has agreed that during the term of the Agreement, subject to certain 
terms and conditions, it shall solely and exclusively purchase only QSolar products manufactured by QSolar 
subject to minimum purchase commitments. QSolar will be marketed as the “product of choice” by Liberation 
and Liberation projects will be branded as “Powered by QSolar”. 

Liberation, with its existing and expanding relationships and installation and customer service knowledge in 
the Caribbean, and in partnership with QSolar, with its unique proprietary and patented products, processes 
and technologies, and manufacturing and distribution capabilities, believe they can jointly create new revenue 
streams, provide a steady source of unique solar panel product supply to address unique environmental 
conditions, and to meet specific needs identified by Liberation in these new emerging solar energy 
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marketplaces. With the availability of supply of alternative power, and having a constant continuous supply of 
uninterrupted power on a cost effective basis, QSolar and Liberation believe this Agreement will assist to 
secure and underpin each party’s growth and development strategy. 
 
Liberation has the knowledge and expertise to ensure that project objectives such as equipment choice, revenue 
modeling, structural considerations, array design, installation expertise, insurance and maintenance are all 
professionally achieved by the end use customer. Liberation installing QSolar Products have the following 
advantages over other competitive solar products: 
 
1. Panels have a significant weight differential compared to other products, lowering roof load weights in the 

Caribbean. 
2. Unbreakable as they are not made of glass, a factor for flying debris in high winds. 
3. High efficiency, low losses, which means more installed power for a given roof area. 
4. Superior heat characteristics able to withstand the weather conditions in the Caribbean. 
5. Salt corrosion resistant as no exposed metal parts exist, imperative for the atmosphere in the Caribbean. 
6. Can be fixed flat on the roof, lowering the installation costs and being less susceptible to the effects of 

extremely high winds.  
7. Panels can be of custom size and color if required. 
 
Liberation is led by an experienced team of senior executives with expertise in the Caribbean: 
 
Hon Dr. Arthur Porter – Liberation Chairman of the Board of Directors  

Dr. Porter was formerly the Director General and CEO of the McGill University Health Centre where he was 
responsible for its redevelopment which is in excess of $2 billion. As an oncologist by profession, Dr. Porter 
continues to have many business interests as well as public interests and is a major shareholder of Liberation. 
He serves on the board of directors and the audit committee of the Munder Funds (a multi-billion-dollar 
mutual fund); Chairman of CancerpartnersUK; and a member of the board of directors for Air Canada as well 
as having been appointed by Prime Minister Stephen Harper to lead the Security Intelligence Review 
Committee. Dr. Porter teaches part of a M.B.A. course at the University of Tennessee (Mergers and 
Acquisitions) and at McGill's School of Business Administration (Leadership). He consults regularly with 
several major companies in the airline and energy sectors regarding human resource and logistic challenges, 
and is an advisor to the President of the Republic of Sierra Leone. In 2006, the Canadian Federal Minister of 
Health appointed Dr. Porter to the governing council of the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), 
which oversees government funding for health-related research in Canada. 

Lou Gallucci –Liberation CEO and Board Member 

Mr. Gallucci has extensive experience in both the public and government sectors and is responsible for 
executing and leading Liberation’s strategic growth plan.  Mr. Gallucci is a former executive and consultant to 
a variety of companies in the environmental and recycling industries, former President of Sanito Trading 
Company, former Chairman of the International Committee for business Opportunities in Canada. Mr. 
Gallucci has been actively involved in a number of real estate projects and responsible for the development of 
the projects. Mr. Gallucci obtained his Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Toronto. 

Peter Love - Liberation Advisor and Board Member 

Mr. Love is a widely respected environmentalist with 25 years in senior management with a particular focus on 
the energy/electricity sector. Mr. Love is the current President of Love Energy Consultants Inc., a private 
consulting company advising businesses in the renewable energy industry. Mr. Love is the former Chief 
Energy Conservation Officer and Vice President, Ontario Power Authority, former Chairman of the Board and 
Principal, Summerhill Group, Founder and former President of EnerQuality Corporation, former Executive 
Director of Canadian Energy Efficiency Alliance. Mr. Love has held other various executive officer and 
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director positions within the energy sector. Mr. Love is currently on the advisory board of National Advisory 
Committee on Energy Efficiency and Greening Greater Toronto Task Force. Mr. Love holds a Master of 
Business Administration and a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Toronto. 

“Partnering with QSolar provides our customers with access to one of the solar industries new emerging 
stories,” said Lou Gallucci, Liberation CEO, “QSolar products are one of a kind and unique in a sector that has 
been led by “follow the leader” manufacturing and product. QSolar products and processes are unique and one 
of a kind in design, color, efficiency and weight and offer competitive innovative solutions, especially for the 
Caribbean. This new arrangement will provide exceptional value to our customers. We are looking forward to 
developing the QSolar brand in the Caribbean over the coming years.” 
 
“We are excited to partner with Liberation and their highly experienced management group,” said Andreas 
Tapakoudes,  QSolar CEO, “ This new partnership is a natural fit with the QSolar business model and will not 
only assist in introducing our products on a larger scale but will also enhance the QSolar brand and presence in 
this unique region of the world. This corporate milestone represents the first step in executing our strategic 
growth plan to partner with knowledgeable and significant procurers and installers of solar panels that 
understand the challenges in the markets in which they operate and the solutions that QSolar Products 
provides.” 
 
The Liberation Energy Inc. website may be viewed at www.liberationenergy.ca. The QSolar website may be 
viewed at www.qsolar.net . 
    
QSolar trades under the symbol QSL on the Canadian National Stock Exchange (“CNSX”). 

About QSolar Limited 

QSolar Limited and its wholly-owned subsidiary, QSolar Ltd., develop patented and proprietary solar 
related processes and technologies, and manufacture and sell their own proprietary solar products. The 
Corporation currently manufactures solar photovoltaic (PV) panels in its new manufacturing facilities in 
Shanghai, China using its proprietary patent pending Spraytek®, Kruciwatt® and ESS process and its 
own designs. QSolar products were initially introduced by QSolar in July 2010 and have attracted 
significant interest, orders and letters of intent from European and U.S. markets generated by its sales 
office in France and through its various sales representatives. QSolar Spraytek® panels offer several 
advantages over competing products as they have significantly lower losses in hot climates due to their 
design, offer superior solar cell encapsulation for better protection, longer life than equivalent solar 
products, and are now offered in various sizes and colors. In addition, QSolar offers solar panels with 
positive tolerance which means that the customer will get a guaranteed output which can be up to 5% 
more than the actual specifications. 

Additional information on the operations or financial results of QSolar Limited and QSolar Ltd. are 
included in reports on file with applicable securities regulatory authorities and may be accessed through 
the CNSX website (www.cnsx.ca) and the SEDAR website (www.sedar.com) under the profile for 
QSolar. 

 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
 
Andreas Tapakoudes, Chief Executive Officer  Preston J. Maddin, CFO 
QSolar Limited      QSolar Limited 
Telephone:  011-44-7534-711-503   Telephone:  403-617-0000 
email:  andreas@QSolar-Limited.com   email:  preston@pacificroyalty.com 
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The CNSX has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this press release. The CNSX does not 
accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. 
 
 
Forward-Looking Statements 
 
This press release may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995.  All statements included in this report and the documents that we incorporate 
by reference, are forward-looking statements and can generally be identified by words such as “will,” “allow,” 
“outlook,” or the negative of these terms, and other comparable terminology.  
 
Various risks and other factors could cause actual results, and actual events that occur, to differ materially from 
those contemplated by the forward looking statements, such as whether QSolar Limited is able to meet price, 
performance, quality and delivery requirements.  Although QSolar believes that the expectations represented 
by any forward-looking statements and forward-looking information contained herein are reasonable based on 
the information available to them on the date of this document, management cannot assure investors that actual 
results, performance or achievements will be consistent with these forward-looking statements or forward-
looking information. QSolar undertakes no obligation to update the information in this press release to reflect 
events or circumstances after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of anticipated or unanticipated events. 
 
 
 


